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In the note [I], one of us constructs two Lou-~sorno~bi~ count 
infinite graphs G and G’ which serve as a counterexample to the question 
in [2], in which another of us asked whether the Reconstruction Con- 
jecture is true for infinite graphs. The object of this note is to present two 
simpler graphs G and G’ which serve the same purpose. 

The first graph G is constructed as follows, and is point-symmetric. 
Start with a single point q, in the plane and let it be adjacent to a de- 
numerable number of other points u1 , v2 , ~1~ )... . Let each of these points 
vi then be adjacent not only to q, but also to a denumerable number of 
other points vi1 , viz, vi3 ,... . Continue this process ~~~e~n~tely. 

For the second graph G’, not isomorphic to G, we simply take the dis- 
connected denumerable graph consisting of two copies of G. In the nota- 
tion of 13, p. 211, we have G’ = 2G. Then on the removal of an arbitrary 
point of either G or G’ all of the resulting subgraphs are isomorphic and 
consist of a denumerable number of copies of G. 

We mention in conclusion that we have here a denumerable number of 
non-isomorphic graphs, namely, G, G’ = 2G, 3G ,. . ~ ; 2x0 G, all of whose single 
point deleted subgraphs are isomorphic! Note that we do not have here 
two infinite trees as our counterexample and do not know whether su& 
an example exists. For locally finite inf%rite trees, we think that the 

econstructive Conjecture will hold. 
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